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Your Trusted Recruitment Partner
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ABOUT
US
CLOVER RECRUITMENT

Clover Recruitment is part of Clover HR. Clover
HR is a well-established HR Consultancy, who
work with businesses in partnership as their
trusted people advisors. Our partnerships are
either on a retained or one off consultancy
project basis.

As recruitment forms a vital

component of the employee life cycle, it’s a
natural extension of our service offering.
We

have

a

dedicated

and

experienced

recruitment team, who are experts in their field.
We understand the importance of recruiting the
right person for your team. We will give you the
stability so you can concentrate on maximising
your businesses potential.

"“Clover Recruitment has worked very closely and
very thoroughly with all of our teams in the UK and in
Dublin in helping provide quality Talented resources
In all areas of our Business. They are true Business
Partners who challenge appropriately to help us
grow and develop. We would not be without them”

With a vast amount of recruitment
experience

within

team,

we

have

experience of recruiting across multiple
sectors, at all levels, up to and including
Director level posts. This includes
Administration,
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the

HR,

Marketing,

Finance,

Logistics, IT, Sales, Account
Clover Recruitment will help you find the right
person

quickly

and

efficiently.

We

have

unrivalled experience across all industries and
are very skilled and experienced in finding that
“needle in the haystack”.

We have a very

competitive cost offering and can be trusted to
deliver.

Management, Drivers and many more.
"People are a businesses biggest asset, and
employing the right
people is crucial. It is vital to have a good
recruitment process in place to attract the right
talent".
MICHAEL DOOLIN - MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE
CLOVER GROUP
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WHAT WE
OFFER
CLOVER RECRUITMENT

You will receive a dedicated point of contact, who
is local to you and your business. We are equipped
to respond to your recruitment needs very quickly.
We have an honest and pragmatic approach that
helps us offer you a seamless service.
At Clover HR we will not just help you find the
right person, but we will completely manage the
process from start to finish, this is what stands us
apart from other recruitment services.
Clover

Recruitment

as

your

Think of

own

internal

recruitment team. With our extensive recruitment
experience, we will assist you in all areas of the
process, from advertising the vacancy to writing
the offer letter, along with providing you with
related employment law advice at each step of the
way.
COSTS
“We have used Clover Recruitment

Our recruitment package is incredibly competitive

nationally

and cost effective to our retained customers, as

to source and find staff and crew at

we already know you and your business so who

various levels of seniority. Their speed

better to find you the right person for your

of response, flexibility and responsiveness

organisation. We charge a little more if you are

Customers rely on us for excellence and

not a retained HR client, however it is still
exceptionally

competitive.

We

operate

on

a

contingency basis, so the only upfront cost is the
initial cost of placing the job advert.

have been second to none. Our

value in delivery which is why we would
have no hesitation in recommending
Clover Recruitment if you are looking for

A very

the same.”

competitive recruitment fee is only charged upon
commencement of your new employee, on their
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starting day with you.
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Clover Recruitment
GET IN TOUCH
Grosvenor House, 11 St Paul's
Square, Birmingham B3 1RB
INFO@CLOVERHR.CO.UK
0121 516 0299

